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Score: 33-13

Miners Overrun Mo. Valley
by Bill Frank
-next play, but it was called back drive and with just seven theme from "Carwash " , am!
Employing a record-breaking by a holding penalty against the sec~mds left, Vaughn found "That's My Body" . At next
offense and an incredibly Miners. They kept on moving, Monty Morse open for a 37- week's game, the Rolla High
tenacious defense, the Miners though, as Vaughn hit junior yarder which took the Miners to School Marching Band will
walloped Missouri Valley Craig O'Dear twice and Cox the Valley six yard line. provide the half time show.
Saturday 33-13 at New Jackliog once again to move the Miners Rosenauer was on target with a
The Vikings took the second
to the Valley five yard line. 23 yard field goal to end the half half kickoff and drove 75 yards
Field in the season opener. O'Dear
burned
the
Valley
24-{).
with
the
Miners
on
top
The offense was spectacular
against a rather strong wind
While the Miners rested and and scored at the 2:38 mark.
as Terry Ryan gained 177 yards, secondary and Vaughn got the
ball
to
him
to
make
it
2H)
for
the Vikings tried to figure out Quarterback AI Lamura hit
and quarterback Kenny Vaughn
completed 16 of 26 for 240 yards. UMR after Rosenauer's kick. what had hit them, the medium- John Flynn on a 20 yard play to
The
Vikings
of
Missouri
sized crowd was entertained by put the Vikings on the board.
His primary receiver was Aridy
Cox who grabbed six passes for Valley could not move the ball the UMR Marching Band. Mter
UMR did come back to score
a total of 112 yards. Cox was not again against the Miner defense taking the field with a unique again during the first part of the
expected to play but last Friday and had to punt. The Miners little piece of choreography fourth quarter as they moved 48
he got the OK to practice, so he took over with a minute-58 entitled "Indian Dance", they yards to set up another field
started Saturday's game and seconds left on their own 20 yard played some nifty little tunes goal, this one being Ii 38-yarder
played on a heavily taped leg. line. UMR launched yet another like "It's A Small World", the off the foot of Tom Rosenauer.
Terry Ryan carried for the
Miners an exhausting 32 times
and averaged 5'h yards per
carry. His 33 yard dash to score
the Miner's first TO at the 3:44
mark in the first quarter capped
a 74-yard scoring march that
highlighted his consistent gains
and two clutch catches by Cox
on long yardage downs.
The Deputy Warren, recently representatives, most of them
The Miners shut down
By ED LATIMER
Mr. Tim Slatt, Deputy appointed, told of the history. of from member countries of the
Missouri Valley's offense on
their first possession. On Warren of Wilton Park Institute wilton Park. It was originally Organization for Economic
UMR's second possession the in England, visited the Rolla set-up by Hans Kiffler under Cooperation and Development,
Miners marched 65 yards and campus yesterday as part of his Winston Churchill in 1945 to are selected by the individual
scored again when Vaughn five-day swing through the educate the German soldiers countries - not by Wilton Park.
dumped a short pass to fresh- University. of ~!ssouri school imprisoned in England about Any country may send
man fullback David Fischer. system. His VISit marks the the broad scope of governments representa tives.
When asked if such an
Fischer carried 8 times for 28 tenth year of an international and to develope the prisoners
yards on the afternoon. Tom ~ relationship between Wilton realization of freedom of choice. establishment could be created
Rosenauer converted the extra ' Park and the UM system. A six-week program was set up
point as he did after 3 of 4 Every third year Wilton Park for this purpose and continued
UMR's TO's. This scoring drive and UM exch.ange high-ranking for several years. The basic
also spotlighted the dynamic reps for pertment conferences. reaction of the German
Vice- prisoners was "bewilderment."
combo of Vaughn and Cox as Dudley Thompson,
they completed two long- chancellor at UMR was one The
Eastern
European
governments protested the
yardage passes.
such rep.
program very little, ascerting
During the seminar at the that no dilmage could be done.
Miners continued to dominate
and after a good punt return by C.E. auditorium, Mr. Slatt
Park
changed
Wilton
freshman Craig Heath and a 15- commented that "Rolla is my drastically. Due to WWII ending
yard penalty against Missouri favorite campus to visit causing a lack of prisoners to
Valley, UMR had excellent field becllUse I like small com- educate. At this critical time,
position. Vaughn found Dave munities and colleges. I guess Kiffler altered the prupose of
that's because of my rural Wilton Park towards informing
Hall open for a TO on the very background."
leaders of countries about
certain issues by inviting them
into Suffex, England (Wilton
Park's location) for a conference. Basically, that is how it
remains today . It is not an official organization and acts
independently of any government.

Missouri Valley put together
another drive and scored a
touchdown with slightly over 11
minutes left in the game. Mo.
Valley's leading rusher, Jeff
Steinle, sprinted around the left
side for the score. Mer an
unsuccessful conversion attempt, it was 27-13 for the
Miners.
Craig Heath nabbed another
stray Valley pass to halt the
Vikings in their next drive, and
that set up the clinching touchdown. Heath had three interceptions on the afternoon,
(cont. on p.13)

Deputy Warren From Wilton
Park Visits UMR
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• sh~uld be submifted at the MINER mailbox by
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•
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today, Mr. Slatt said, "No, due
to Wilton Park's academic
independence in that Wilton
Park is not associated with any
government, nor does it even
have any diplomatic ties."
Mr. Slatt also stated that
" .. .there isn't really too much
follow through on the conCont. Page3

Wilton Park now holds about
ten conferences a year On issues
ranging from worker~mployer
relationships, to racial integration, to roles of government in modern society. The
purpose of these conferences is
to get reps from different
countries together for two
weeks, allowing everyone to
speak "off the record." Also
intended is a fresh approach to
open people's minds to new and
different approaches of thinking '
and to broaden knowledge I
through wide participation at Mr. Tim Siaft, Deputy Warren of Wilton Park Institute in
the conferences.
Suffex, England. Mr. Siaft held a press conference previous
These
international to his seminar yesterday at UMR.

MISSOURI MINER

Sullboard
~
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Notices to appear in the Bullboard section should be typed and deposited in the north door of the Miner office by 9:00 p.m. Monday. This will assure publication in the next edition

PHI ETA SIGMA
There will be a Phi ,Eta Sig meeting tonight, Sept. 8, at
7 p.m. in G·S H·SS building.
ASSOCIATION OF ENGINEERING GEOLOGISTS
There will be a general membership meeting of the
Association of Engineering Geologists on Thursday,
September 8 at 7:00 p.m. in Mining 107. There will be a

speaker and refreshments served afterwards. All
G.E.'s and other interested persons are encouraged to
attend.
INTERVIEW SEMINARS
The UMR Placement Center will sponsor an In·
terview Seminar on Tuesday and Wednesday, September 13 and 14. Both sessions will be held at 7:00 p.m.
in the ME auditorium.
On Tuesday, September 13 Rober>f"Tedesco, Director
of Employee Rel ations for the Nooter Corporation, will
talk on "What Happens During a Campus Job In.
terview?" On Wednesday September 14 selected in-

dustry recruiters will conduct demonstration fob Interviews with UMR students. There will be a question

and answer period during each sess ion. Juniors, Seniors
and advanced degree candidates who plan to Interview
for summer or permanent employment are urged to
attend both sessions.
WHO'S WHO
Applications are available at the office of Studenl
Personnel, Bldg. T·26 until September 16th.
UMR OBSERVATORY
Openhouse, UMR Observatory, Friday, September 9,
8·10 p.m. Objects of interest will be the Andromeda
Galaxy, Ihe Ring Nebula, and other deep·sky oblecls.
The moon wiil be nearly full September 23 and will be
the predomina111 sky oblect that evening. Observalory
located on parking lot at the northwest corner of the
campus. Free.
CO·OP STUDENTS
Would you co-op student please report to the Co-oo
Office, 101 Buehler Buldlng on your future plans:
Whether this be school, work or graduating. This would
be very helpful to our office and the co-op companies.
BLUE KEY
Blue Key is now accepting applications for Fall, 1977
pledging. Blue Key is an Honor Fraternity for campus
leaders. Requirements for membership are:
1) 60 Credit Hours
2) Overall G.P.A. of 2.60
3) 40 Blue Key Leadership points
Application forms may be obtained at the Candy
Counter in the University Center. The forms must be
ret urned by September 12 to the Candy Counter or to
Jeff Buck al Kappa Sigma.
DECEMBER GRADUATES
If you will be completing requirements for a degree at
Ihe end of the Fall semester you should make ap·
plication for that degree by going to the Registrar's
office at your earliest convenience . The Registrar's
Office will not be able 10 include you with other students
finishing undergraduate and graduate degrees on
Oecember 18 unless you make application with Lauren
Peterson.
UMRTRAPANDSKEETCLUB
The UMR Trap and Skeet Club will hold practice
sessions every Wed. and Thurs. afternoons from 3·5 :30
p.m . at lhe Rolla Gun Club. For more info, contact Dr.
Slevens at 341·4481, Rm . 304, ER L. All are Invited.

ROLLA CHAMBER SINGERS
Singers wanted: All voices, particularly tenor and
bass. Rehearsals Monday evenings. Call 364·8205 or 3642771 (evenings) for information.
VARSITY BASEBALL
Fail baseball practices are now being held for those
interesled in trying oul for the UMR Varsity Baseball
team. Anyone interested should meet Tuesdays through
Thursdays at 6:30 p.m . on the baseball diamond, south
of Ihe Multi·Purpose Building.
MSM ROCK CLIMBING CLUB
Invites any person interested in rock climbing,
mountaineering or related areas to its meetings at 6:30
p.m., Thursdays in 305 Norwood Hall.
ST. PAT'S DESIGN CONTEST
The St. Pat's Board Annual Sweatshirt Design Con·
test is now being held . First prize this year Is 535, second
is SlS, and third is $10. All designs to be entered should
be given to any St. Pat's Board Rep. no later than
Tuesday, Sept. 20.
UMR CHESS CLUB
The UMR Chess Club invites all chess players to
attend their next meeting. The Chess Club meets each
Tuesday night at 7:30 p.m. in the Ozark Room of the
University Center West.
BRIDGE CLUB
The UMR Duplicate Bridge Club meets every Friday,
7:00·10:30 p.m., in the snack bar (old student union
building) 10 playa session of bridge. Professor Malcolm
Cole is the lournament director. The first fall meeting
will be held on Friday, September 9. The annual
membership dues are one dollar, and the cost to play
each time is a quarter. Master pOints determined by the
American contract Bridge League, are given to the top
pairs in every game. New players are always welcome.
If you do not have a partner, come a little early since
partnerships are often made iust before game time.
Come out and tesl your ability against the best players
in mid Missouri.

10K.
There will be a meeting of the Osage Chapter of the
Intercollegiate Knights on Thursday, September 8 at
7:00 p.m. in Ihe Mark Twain Room. All members be
there. Members of the I.K.A. are also welcome.
BETA CHI SIGMA
Bela Chi Sigma, the International Scoullng fraternity
will hold its meeting Thursday, September· 8, 1977 at
8:00 p.m. in the Ozar~ Room. All members should be
in attendance.
.
Any man or woman with three vears of Scouting
experience who wishes to remain active in the Scout
program should attend the special meeting Thursday,
September 8, 1977 at 7:00 p.m. in the Ozarks Room' or
cali;
Greg Wayne 364·9762
Mark Moore 341·3686.
AIChE
The firsl regular meeting of AIChE will be on Wed·
nesday, September 14. UMR Alumnus Bob Van Dyne of
the AC Division of General Motors will be the guest
speaker. The talk will cover the history of Ihe catalytic
converters. Memberships will be available after the
meeting, and refreshments will be served.
UMR PISTOL CLUB
Informational meeting room 101 Mil. Sci. Bid. T·2 7:30
Thursday 9·1 Students, facility, and staff welcome.

Parking Problem Halted
by ED LA TIMER
Well, in case you haven 't
noticed by now, things are
finally getting organized in the .
Thomas Jefferson parking lot.
It 's a big change from last year,
when residents who payed for
parking places had to park on
side streets near the dorm,
when cases of double parking
were common, and in some
instances even triple parking
occured. Not even the famed
Campus Police could keep up
with the constant violations.
So last year TJHA (Thomas
Jefferson Hall Association),
headed by Eiaine Christian,
suggested a rental program to

the Department of Auxiliary
Enterprises Housing Office,
Jack
Bennett,
Housing
Manager of T J, and his
staff
designed
a
new
rental
program
and
CONTRACTS. Under the new
program , the parking lot was
repainted with 110 numbered
spaces and two visitor's spaces .
The 110 numbered places were
then rented out at a rate of $9.50
a semester, $6 a summer, or $25
a year. A sticker, costing $1 was
also sold to the student. The
sticker
had
a
number
corresponding to the parking
place, Any car found in violation
of this agreement may be towed

THE MINER
,URGES ALL
MINERS 'TO

PATRONIZE
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ADVERTISERS

~
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away at the owner's expense
only after Jack Bennett or one
of his staff approves.

~

English Classes

Open'To All
This fall a total of four DiviSion, T-5, University of
English as a Second Language Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, Mo .
(ESL) courses will be offered at (Phone 341-4201.)
the University of Missouri·
Rolla. The non-<:redit courses
are designed to improve the
English skills of international
students, members of their
families and any interested
3RD BIG WEEK
residents of Rolla and the
En 7:00 & 9:20
surrounding area.
Adult 52.SO
All interested participants
No Passes-No Discounts
are asked to attend an
organizational meeting Friday,
Sept. 16, at 1:30 p.m. in Room
202 of the Humanities-Social
Sciences Building. At that time
courses
(beginning,
in·
termediate
and-<lr·advanced
ESL) will be scheduled according to the proficiency,
convenience and number of
prospective students. Each
course will meet four days a
week through Dec. 9. One
section may be scheduled as an
evening course.
In all sections, great em·
phasis will be placed on improving the individual's spoken
English skills. All students are
entitled to use the facilities of
the language laboratory. Fee
for all courses is $75 per person.
All classes will begin Monday,
Sept. 19.
The ESL courses are an extension activity of the UMR
humanities
department.
Instructor for all courses is
Barbara Epstein. She has been
teaching the English as a
Second Language course for the
past five semesters.
For further information or to
pre·register for any of the four
sections contact: Mrs. Barbara
Epstein, humanities depart·
ment (phone 341-4683 or 3414631), or Bill Kratzer, Extension

AI

511

£0'
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51
51
£~

51
rE

ONCE
UPON
A
GIRL

:~
FISH &CHIPS
~
ALL YOU CAN
EAT FOR ONLY

$2.39
Fish, Chicken, Chips, Cole Slaw, Onion
Rings, & Hush Puppies. With Purchase
Of A Medium Size Beverage Of Your
Choice
Friday, Sept. 9-Sunday, Sept. JJ

I
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Warren

Cont. from p.

1

ferences, though, because of the
informality Wilton Park
suggests. These conferences
are not designed to dictate new
politices, or seek new solutions.
They are merely (designed) to
broaden
a
participant's
knowledge."
The Deputy War,r en did agree
that it had at times affected
several influential men's
minds, and in that sense was a
"follow through."
Concerning Europe today,
Mr. Slatt stated that the general
feeling at the conferences that
"Pres. Carter is stirring-up
turmoil and discontent in
Eastern Europe."

A Pat On

The MISSOURI MINER Is Ihe ofllclal publlcallon 01 Ihe studenl. of
Ihe University 01 Missouri al Rolla. II Is published weekly al RollI,
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Alumni Association Funds
Educational Assist.. Program
faculty member to be eligible.
By KATIE KUNKEL
Exam pies of past projects are
Think that the MSM-UMR preliminary work for a faculty's
Alumni Association only builds research in any area, projects
student unions? Think again, for the Alumni Assoc., and
for a number of years the special projects for the
Alumni Assoc. has been funding registrar's office. Also new lab
special projects for UMR classes ha ve been set up with
students and faculty . These these funds.
funds cover a wide range of
Ideas for the research that is
subjects, from academic to funded is usually received from
registration.
faculty members. They in turn
The exact title of these grants ask students to aSSist them in
is Educational Assistant this research . Together, the
Program. The purpose of these faculty and student submit an
grants is to fund studies not application for a grant.
usually funded by the univerBy offering these grants, the
sity. A student must work with a Alumni Association hopes to

accomplish three things: 1)
Provide money for students to
do research 2) Enable students
to make a unique contribution to
UMR, and 3) Fund a project
that can make an educational
contribution to UMR.
The' Educational Assistant
Program has a $10,000 budget
thi s year . Applications are
available from the student
financial aid office and must be
submitted by September 15,
1977. Any further questions may
be directed to Robert Wolf,
Professor of Metallurgial
Engineering, 341-4711.

Who Will He Be?

Last Friday, University of
Missouri President James
Olsen came to Rolla to discuss
with Interchancellor Pogue and
the chancellor's council. among

Page 3
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other things, the Chancellor
Search Committee. Pres. Olsen
disbanded the committee that
had been working to find a new
chancellor for UMR last month.

~

President Olsen plans on a
larger committee with more
faculty representation to
replace the first Chancellor
Search Committee.

The Back••••
The MISSOURI MINER encourages all campus
organizations to submit typewritten articles concerning
honors received, projects completed, or general recognition
due for publication In this column. Articles submitted under
auspices of the MISSOURI MINER.

Pi Kappa Alpha
Recognized
In their tradition of excellence, Rolla's Pi Kappa
Alpha Chapter has done it
again. For their work of the past
two semesters, the men of PiKA
were awarded certificates of
achievement in the areas of
alumni
relations
and
publications. The awards were
given by the national fraternity
to
recognize
special
achievements in these areas.
One of the most influential
factors in receving the awards
was the publication of the
alumni directory. It contained
names and addresses of all the
members of PiKA who have
attended UMR. A lot of work
was put into the directory under
the supervision of Gary
Gollhofer. Gary was the alumni
secretary last year, and with

the devotion of several other
members, succeeded in the
lengthy and tedious job of
and
locating,
checking,
assembling the names (If over
800 alumni and members. The
directory was mailed to the
alumni late last spring.
Other factors in winning the
awards were expended contact
with alumni, a successful
homecoming celebration, and
the publication of two excellent
editions of the Kapers. Kapers
is the chapter newsletter which
is published once a semester to
keep open the lines of communication between student
members and alumni.
The men of Pi Kappa Alpha
are proud of the awards and the
individuals who put forth the
time and effort needed to win
the awards.

Campus Overtakes
Vending Machines
by ED LATIMER
Auxiliary Enterprises, a
division of UMR, has decided
not to renew the contract of
companies who control vending
machines on campus and will,
instead, run the machines
themselves.
The decision, handed down
from the Business Office to Jess
Zink, Director of Auxiliary
Enterprises, occured for a
number of reasons. The contract to Merl Barnes Vending
Company, which had operated
the concession items machines,
has already expired and seven
new machines run by the
campus have been in since the
beginning of the year. Stephens'
Distributors' contract for the
twenty-four drink machines on

campus will not expire until
Oct. 14. The campus will have
its new machines in by then. By
having the machines campus
operated, this means all the
profits will return to Auxiliary
Enterprises for food service
operation (except for a percentage that goes back to
UMR).
Jess Zink also cited several
other
advantages .
The
machines will be serviced for
broken machines, refunds, and
filling daily by the campus
instead of weekly. Also, the
vending companies took no
special interest in better
products for lower prices, a task
now assigned to Elmer
Cochran, Campus Food Service
Manager, and Director of the
new vending machines.
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Observatory
Open House
By MARILYN KOLBET

Starting Friday, September
9, UMR's Observatory will have
an open house each clear
Friday night. The schedule will
continue -while school is ' in
session during the fall
semester.
The public is invited to participate. Children under 12 must
be accompanied by an adult.
UMR
Astronomy
Club
members will act as hosts each
week, providing specific information and answers to the
public. They will also assist in
the use of the 16-inch
Cassegrain telescope and other
equipment available at the
Observatory.
"We feel the weekly open
houses are a service to the
This comet was seen from the UMR Observatory last February. Although the sights
aren't always this spectacular, the Astronomy Club holds open house every Friday in
which they watch for stars and planets visible each season.

Mathematical Modeling
Presented ByUMR
Source: OPI
Conference chairman was Dr.
Mathematical modeling , a Xavier J.R. Avula, professor of
technique used with increasing engine'e ring mechanics at
frequency by all types of UMR. The conference was
scientists and engineers, is the presented as an extension acsubject of the first international tivity of UMR's engineering
Conference on Mathematical mechanics department and was
Modeling . Presented by the sponsored by the American
University of Missouri-Rolla, Society of Civil Engineers, the
the conference was held Aug. International Association for
29-Sept. 1 at the Breckenridge Mathematics and Computers in
Pavilion Hotel in St. Louis.
Simulation and the Society for
In
the
mathematical Computer Simulation.
modeling process , scientists
Topics covered in the sessions
and
engineers
compile included biomedical sciences,
mathematical formulas and water and air pollution,
systems pertaining to real chemical processes, solids and
world problems. Through the structures , heat transfer
use of specific computer problems, control problems,
programming techniques, they thermal and fluid flow systems,
are often able to predict results aerospace and mechanical
of experiements that would systems, earth and atmospheric
sometimes be too lengthy, too
expensive or, in some instances,
too dangerous to undertake by
conventional trial and error
research methods.
Some 400 participants from
the United States and many
foreign countries attended the
. St. Loui~ Conference. In the
space or'four days, 271 scientists
and engineers presented the
results of their work with
mathematical modeling in
some 41 separate sessions.
In addition, approximately 15
speakers were invited to make
presentations on specific
technical areas .

sciences, statiscal methods in
modeling, physics problems,
material properties , water
resources, management and
decision science, modeling in
urban systems, ec!)systems,
numerical methods, modeling
in economics, modeling in
operations, date display and
system identification, energy
problems and general topics.
Speaker at the conference
banquet Tuesday evening was
Nathaniel J. Mass, director,
System Dynamics National
Modeling Proiect. Alfred P .
Sloan School of Management,
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. Title of his address
was "Modeling the Dynamics of
Chanlze in the U.S. '.!:conomy."

public that our club members
are well qualified to perform,"
Astronomy Club president
David Lanteigne states.
"It seems to be a service the
public wants because, despite
the fact that the observatory
will hold only four or five people
at a time, an average of about 50
people show up each Friday to
take a look at the sky. This has
been going on for the past two
years."
The observatory is located on
a parking lot at the northwest
corner of UMR's campus. Open
house da tes this month are
September 9, 16, 23, and 30.
Hours are 8 to 10 p.m. The observatory will be open
whenever clouds to not ob(cont. p.6)

PACKAGE LIQUOR

OPEN 7 DAYS
(Including Sundays)

GREYHOUND BUS DEPOT
(Lower Level)

Add leadership
to your
college schedule.
College military science courses are courses
in leadership development. They offer you
management experiences which will benefit
you in any career, civilian or military.
You can take the first courses as a freshman
or sophomore without obligation. Advanced
courses, in your junior and senior years, lead
you to a position of responsibility as an officer
in the active Army or Reserves .
As an Army ROTC student, you'll also have
the opportunity to compete for 3 and 2-year
full tuition scholarships. And you'll earn nearly $2000 during your last 2 years of college.
Don't wait until after college to get practical
management experience. Add leadership
to
class schedule now.

or
Short
We Give The
Look You Want
With Complete
Control

ARMY ROTC.
LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD.
For deta il s. contact:

MILITARY SCIENCE DEPT.
BLDG T·2, UMR

PH: 341·4741
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PUBLIC INVITED

FREE DEMONSTRATIONS!
TRY

EVELYN WOOD

SPEED READING!
NO CHARGE -

NO OBLIGA TION

Mrs. Evelyn N. Wood,
academician and author.
Founder of the Evelyn
Wood Reading Dynamics
method of Speed Reading . The copyrighted
techniques she developed are taught in over
300 cities throughout
the United States.

TRY SPEED READING!!!
If you've heard about speed reading and have
always wondered what it is .. . now is your
chance to see exactly what it is and how it will
work for you . . . see how our copyri'g hted
method of speed reading can help you learn to
read almost as fast as you can turn the pages . ..
try our methods of concentration, comprehension, and recall for more efficient 'Total
Reading' .... discover the secrets to short cut
note taking and easier studying.

LEARN TO DOUBLE YOUR READING SPEED
A T THE FREE DEMONS ,TRA TION!!!!
See how presidents, co~gressmen, doctors, ~awyers, and thousands of .
".
" "
. others with fremehdous 'reading demands keep up: . .
'· Corne,to our ,FREE demonstration and Try SPEEOR£ADING .'•. see how, ,
it ,works For,'You ... read: faster-tonight! . :
'<
FREE Evelyn Wood, demonstrations will be held THIS WEEK ON'- Y
so don't miss out ....
FREE DEMONSTRATION SCHEDULE

4 P.M. or 8 P.M.
SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY
SEPT. 11 THRU SEPT. 15
HOWARD JOHNSONS MOTOR LODGE
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The Uneasy Driver
for him . He told us to get out of
the car and stand in front of it.
You may heard of the " Easy He began collecting empty beer
Rider" and maybe even the cans and asked me to open up
"Uneasy Rider", so now meet my trunk. Now I knew he had to
the " Uneasy Driver" , me. It have a search warrant for that,
isn't a song, so if you're looking but I remembered that, "while
alive , it is not good practice to
for something like a poem forget it. I imagine the story upset Highway Patrolmen"
would go something like this: (AAA Manual: Sect. 1 Art. 2,
I was tooling along down Paragraph 1) He found the rest
highway 55 in my Dart Sport of the beer, took us back in his
with my cousin's boyfriend in car, and started writing tickets.
About his second book, I
my car. I actually live in Kansas
City, but decided to go see some asked him what he was doing.
old relatives and friends in Cape He said (and I quote), "OWl,
Girardeau over Labor Day (I'd Drunkenness ' in
Public,
been in KC a whole summer. Speeding,
Careless
and
Why go back after two weeks?) Imprudent
Driving,
and
Anyway, here it is Saturday Possession of Alcohol while
night, and we two have been underaged. " That was all he
partying since about noon said. But then a gain, I can
trying to wear off our hangovers decode cop language real quick.
from the night before. He had I protested, "How can you nail
been showing me all the "hot me for CIP when you didn 't see
spots" in Cape and it didn't take me swerving , and I haven't
long. So he suggested we go even had a breath test?" Score,
down to Benton, Missouri for Latimer 1, HP O. He looked up at
their annual Neighbor Day me and said, "You want me to
Picnic, a kind of redneck get-to- trace this beer back to lllinois
gether I figured. So we take 55 and charge you with a felony for
south to Benton, and my partner transporting beer while unnotices I'm weaving a little. He deraged across a state line?"
ridicules, "Ah-hah! '4~beer Score Latimer 1, HP 10. My
Latimer' can't take it!" To friend got a pair of tickets for
which I calmly replied, "I'm not public
drunkenness
and
weaving, it's just that my front possession . Meanwhile, I
end is out of alignment." So I let arranged mine in a poker hand,
go of the wheel and it swung shook my head, said, "thanks,"
wide to the left. He thought I and opened the door.
Somthing suddently grabbed
made it do that, and after
swerving back right, I my arm and said, 'You're also
repeated the process. Well, you 'under arrest." "This could be
can imagine what it looked liked tenser," I thought to myself ..
"I went down to the Benton
from behind.
Now what had happened is County Jail or "slammer" as
that the person behind, CB in 'we convicts call it, and was
hand, reported me in to the cops turned over to the Sheriff. The
(l guess that was his idea of Sheriff took all our tickets and
"Neighbor Day"). Well, we said, "Your boys gonna be here
were inside Benton, Missouri a awhile." And what did I say?
good 30 ft. when this Highway "Sir, I have to be back in school
Patrolman comes out of by Tuesday." Big mistake.
nowhere. "This could be tense", "Boy, all you have to do in this
I thought to myself, because not world is leave it!" he shouted
only was a I speeding, but I had back. I now realized this was
had quite a few beers that af- the tensest situation of my life.
Well, the HP left and the
ternoon (l surpassed my
alleged "4-beer" limit at about sheriff turned me over to his
2:00p.m.). He got out of his car deputy, or as I call him, "Jesus
and asked for my driver's Christ." He took pity on me as I
license, which I had all ready bewailed my troubles, and
By ED LATIME R

disposed of all our tickets except "possession of alcohol
while underaged." I could have
kissed him. The sheriff comes
back in, finds out what happened, and only grunted "I'll
book 'em," he mumbled. I
thanked God vehemently.
Well, since my friend lived in
Cape, he paid bail, and set up a I
court date. Me? I got lucky
(again), no court date if I
pleaded guilty, $26.50 bail, and
no fine and no jail sentence. The
deputy worked this one over on
the sheriff in a private little
chat, of which I only heard, "he
lives all the way up in Kansas
City." I could have kissed him
again. Next trouble: I had $15,
my friend had $8.02 left - $3.48
short1 Rats! I asked the sheriff
if "They take checks?" "No"
" Traveler's Checks?" No."
"Could I borrow $3.48?" This Is this the real "Uneasy Driver"? Not really, but it may as
caused quite an uproar well have been.
(Miner staff photo)
throughout the room. I took it to
mean "no." "What happens if I
can't Scrape up the money?" I
shuddered. The sheriff grinned
(lfrowned) and he said, "You'll
have to spend the night with us,
and the only cell we have left is
typewriters, calculators, cash registers
with a 200 pound gay black." I
laughed (what would you do?)
and said "You're joking ."
They weren't.
No.2 Southbrook, Rolla, Mo.
I saw the guy in .a cell. I
thought to myself, "Self, calm
(Across From Hillcrest Plaza)
down. Get a hold of yourself.
Telephone 364-4100
Try to clamly talk your way out
of it." The sheriff grinned and
said, "You wanna step in?" I
lost every bit of comprosure I
ever had and screamed
'WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH
TRAVELER'S CHECKS?"

B & L Office Machines
Sales & Service

To make a long story short, he
took the Traveler's Check, I did
not . spend the night in the
Benton County Slammer and
my cousin's boyfriend has to
. pick up 30 bags of trash off the
highway in one day, while under
state custody. ' So if you're
cruising down the highway to
Benton, Mo., this weekend,
throw your trash out. But don;i
get caught by the HilZhwav
Patrolman. They're mean down
there.

THE GAS HOUSE
Teen Night-16 Or Over

DISCO
Wednesday Night
1435 Hauck Drive
341-2110

Rolla, Mo.

Observatory
Open
House
(cont. from p. 4)
secure a view of the sky.
According to Lanteigne, no
planets wiill be visible during
the scheduled viewing hours
this month. However, the
Andromeda Galaxy, the Ring
Nebula and other objects can be
seen.
Lanteigne is a sophomore This 15 minute time exposure of M42 (Orion Nebula) is one
physics major. Other members ofthe many UMR Astronomy Club photos. It was taken with
of the club are UMR students a 400 mm f-6.3Iens .on High Speed Ektachrome film .
who have a ·particlar interest in
astronomy. Although there is no
astronomy major at UMR ,
several courses in the subject
are taught within the physics
curriculum . Research is
supervised by physics department faculty. Malcolm Cole,
Baked Potato or Fries & Texas Toast
professor of physics, is faculty
adviser for the group . MemFREE ICE CREAM with EACH dinner
bership in the Astronomy Club
is not limited to students
Forum Plaza Shopping Center
Rolla, Mo.
majoring in physics. Many
Open 11 a.m. To 9 p.m. Daily
members are engineering and
liberal arts majors.

G & D STEAKHOUSE

$1 44

Chuck Steak 8 Oz.

II YOU don't know what
this is, you're not eating at
McDonald's.
It's ch a nge. A nd ynu

(a ll

st dl ge t it at

McDon"IJ's.
O ur pnct"s ;In.' sri ll t ~r nh cally rcasonab lt,.
AntI VOl! (;11,1 'itil l ger te rr ihc th ing!! [l) ('eH fo r

unl..!L-r <I Ju \laL
Su. \\ hy not I..'d[ at l\·1cl)ona lJ 's ~P\m?
T hl' ch,mgl' wi li I n yuu ,L!lll)1,.1.

We do It aJllor you ..

'M00.10
elon;
In Rolla
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through sept15
Creat savings

on name brand·
electronics.
we give you more

than you bargained fOr.

Save 15.88
Midland 121n. Black & White TV
'All solid sfat. chassis with Instant on
'12 in . dlQ90nol , 7" sq. In . picture
'Includes "CJOC cord for operation in cor or van

'Reg. 9~ . 88

00

79

We re serv e

__

W" '-M ... W • .o.DVl nlMO MOOO ,. NDlW POUCl'-'f " ...............

,,_._Choodo
........
""'". ... ,_, ... .. _... _..I0.,...-.....
._.toIe
. . . _. . ..-.

_.....". ........ _"' ........ -'0. _ _ ~ ..... _ . . . - . . . _ on _ , _ , _ . , _ -.leW. ,... _ _ .... . - . _

the right to
limit quantitie s

.t..~

....

..-.....-~

..... ........,. 1

TMANl(VOUFOl:~W

on all items

C_' .... _

.. AlIood .. st<,..~.II .. ~

Save 3.07
Save 2.88

Newmark
Headphones

Berkey Keystone 115X
Instant Load Camera Kit

'For private stereo

Reg.

listening

10.93

Supercurl Compact
By Gillette
-Heat w ond slIdes into hondle.
fits i nfo pu rse

'Beautiful color snapshots or
color slides a. clos. as 3 ft .
-Compt.te with 126 color film
moglcub. and wrist stfOP

•

11 9 ! .13.88

ePerfect for students or lodies
on the go

99~912. 8~

)

Save 1.92

Save 3.00
Turbo Professional
Hair Dryer
-One switch gives you

3 heats . 2 speeds
'Air concentrator for
smoller areas
'Comfort grip handl.

Save 2.98
Norelco Trlpleheader
Rotary Razor

I08~. 13. 88

-Self· sha rpening blades
-Super M icrogroovetl heads

shave super close
-Floating heads follow
the contour o f yo ur
foce -Pop-up

Save 2.99

Save2.17
Dazey
Donut Cooker
-Makes donuts i n minutes

-Non -stick suriace
-'ncludes recipe
book full of
uni que id eos

General Electric
Blow Styler/Dryer
- ' '''OOWQtts -Turbo fan powered

-Four sttochments -Four position
provides
and 'hree heo tl
speed setti ngs

0"

Reg .

18.93

18~~21.43

,.,

Save2.17
"Mac fry" fry Cooker
-Oeep fri es chicken , shrimp . po tatoes,
most any thi ng thot tit s i n Sid e the un i l
-Non-stick surface

- Speda l basket fo r easy oil drainage
- Snap-on cover keeps oil fresh

Electronic Clock Radio

- 100% solid stote

29

- 2-4 hou r a utomatic woke memory

Reg.

- Feather touch snooze bar

Super Value
Genera l Electr i c
Personal Size Radio
-Ploys on batteries or AC
- Slim textured cos.
- BUilt-in AFC on FM
- Cord storage comportment

34.93

~---==~=I_'L

ELS804

EL8130

Eisimate Sharp Electronic Calculators
-Model El·8130 -Display Ponel - Square
Root Key -Recoil Memory -Memory
Minus - Sound Suppressor
- Model El ·58().4 -Numerols -Change
Slg" Key · ... ArithmetiC Calculation Keys
-MOI"Ory -2nd Function Designator
- Clear And Cleor Entry

Your Choice

Reg. 29.96

Hwy.63 South StoreONLY! Rolla, Mo•• Open9 to9 -

,,~

"'"
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TIme To Clean Up
Your Rooms
Source: OP!
Families of University of
Missouri-Rolla students are
invited to visit the campus
Saturday, Sept. 17, for the
annual
Parents '
Day
openhouse.
Registration begins at 9 a .m.
in the lounge of the University
Center-West. Free coffee and
doughnuts will be provided in
the adjacent St. Pat 's Ballroom
from 9 to 9:30 a .m .
UMR's Interim Chancellor
will greet parents at 10 a.m. in
Centennial Hall and a faculty
reception follows the welcome
in the same area.
Student guides will conduct
campus tours starting from
both the registration desk and
Centennial Hall at intervals
between 10:30 and 11:45 a .m.
There will be faculty members
in each department to talk with
parents and answer questions.
Luncheon facilities are
available on campus in both the
University Center cafeteria and
the snack bar between 11 : 30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
UMR's Miners will meet the
Missouri Southern team that

afternoon in a football contest
with pre-game ceremonies
beginning at 1: 10 p.m. Parents
arriving in Rolla on Friday
evening may be interested in
attending a special event
sponsored by the UMR Parents
Association. "Music on the
Mall," a program featuring
several regional groups of
musicians and dancers, begins
at 6 p.m . and lasts until dark .
Bluegrass and country music
will be offered by the Red
Ferris Group from Salem,
White Line Grass of Dixon and
the Leo Heimbaugh Group and
Don Thomson and the Country
Express from Rolla. The Gene
Counts Dancers from Bunker
will demonstrate old fashioned
clog dancing.
Another campus event that
may be of some interest to
parents is an arts and crafts
display in the KUMR Gallery on
the mezzanine of the UMR
Library. Oils, watercolors,
pottery and crafts in various
other media will be exhibited. A
num ber of the artists will be on
hand to discuss their work and
answer questions.

"

•

UMR Enthusiasts gather in preparation for halftime show during Rolla's first
football game.
Photo by Staley

SpotLight
- - - - - - - - on Dean Ponder

G,oundwaves

""'t'~~~
~~I
~

By DEBBIE MEISTER
When students are hassled by
waiting in lines for registration,
receiving financial aid or
paying tuition, and upset when
their
scfiedules
have
metamorphosed over the
summer, the UMR administration is looked upon as a
powerful enemy.
However, the students have at
least one friend in the UMR
administration. Paul Ponder
has lived in Rolla for 22 years,
hailing from Doniphan, Mo .
After holding the UMR offices
of Director of Student Services,
Assistant to the Chancellor and
Director of Admissions, Paul
Ponder received the title of
Dean of Student Affairs in 1975.
Dean Ponder describes his
primary responsibility as a
"concern for students." All of
his responsibilities are related
to a number of student services
outside the classroom.
The list of student affairs that
Dean Ponder's office coordinates and supervises is an
impressive one. There are
programs on this list, such as
intercollegiate athletics, the
UMR band, the co~p program
and student financial aid, that
may not concern' every student
during his academic career at
UMR. But, there are also those
student centered services that
are more likely to touch the
lives of each student at least
once in 4 years: The Student
Health Service, the CareerDevelopment and Placement
Service, the Student Personnel
Office, the Counseling and
Testing Center, UMR Housing
University
Center's
and
programs for students. Dean

After. being on the air almost
three weeks now, we at KMNR
hope that you have enjoyed our
programming so far . The
general opinion of our ev.ening
playing of old radio shows has
been good and we hope it continues so.
Right now, KMNR is ' accepting applications from
U.M.R. students for various
positions at the station. People
are needed in announcing, the

Dean Paul Ponder
Ponder's job, however, does not
end here. Furthering his interest in helping students, Dean
Ponder serves on a number of
committees, most of which have
student members: The Committee
of
Tuition
and
Residence, the Student Affairs
Committee of
Academic
Counsel, the Board of Trustees
for Student publication and the
University Center Board of
Directors, to name just a few.
Dean Ponder admits that his
" major association with
students at UMR is more with
the leaders of organizations on
campus, rather than individual
students. Although," he is
quick to add, that "if any
student can not find help or get
an answer to a question

elsewhere, I try to help, and
though I cannot change the
campus poliCies, I am willing to
explain them in order to help
solve the student's dilemma."
"My job is very interesting;
there is no way to predict from
one day to the next what is going
to go on. I always enjoy working
with students on this campus,"
Dean Ponder asserts. The Dean
of Student of Affair's office Is
located in Parker Hall, Room
102 and most students will
probably pass by it once before
they graduate from UMR.
Remember that in that room
there is a friend of all students;
a friend who is doing all he can
to make your life with UMR
more
worthwhile
and
enjoyable.

YOU,\I~

news department, and the
record library. This is an
excellent opportunity to learn
about how a radio station
operates and at the same time
get some practical work experience. KMNR has always
been run by members of the
U.M .R .
student
body.
Applications may be obtained
by simply dropping by the
station which is located directly
behind the Mining building
during working hours.

C:1o, ,0 STOP AS\(ING THEM

\-40W 1l-\eV L..\\(.eD 11-11: MeAI.!
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,T his is the setnester to get your

programmable.
TheTI-57.
Its self-teaching
system gets you
programming
fast.

The TI 58 and 59.
Both use
revolutionary
plug-in
Solid State
Software'"
libraries.

TI Programmable 57.

Th e powerful
superslide rule calculator you can program
right from the keyboard. Comes with an easyto-follow . self-teaching learning guid e -over
200 pages of step-by-step instru ct ions and examples. Quickly learn the value of making repetitive calcu lat ions at' the tou c h of a key .
Recall ent ire instruction sequ ences. Display
intermediate results at any point in a calculation . Eight mu lt i-use memori es pro vide addressable locations to store and recall data. Prog ram memory
stores up tp 150 keyst rokes (50 program step s). Edi t ing too :
Singlestep. Backstep. Insert or delete at
any point in a program . Also a powerful
slide rule calculator with logs. trig functions and advanced stati stics rout ines.

The TI-58 and TI-59 combine three major innovations to bring the power of prog ramming to
you-even if you've never programmed before:
1. Extraord inarily powerful- at remarkable low prices .
2. Revolut ionary plug-in modules put com plex fo rm ulas to wo rk
at the touch of a key.
3. Step-by-step learn ing gu ide that takes you fro m t he basics of
prog ramming through ad van ced prog ramm ings - Ianguage you
can understand .

TI Programmable 58.up to 480 prog ram
step s. or up to 60 memori es. Master Li brary
modul e contains 25 prewritten p rogra ms in
math , engineering , stati sti cs and fin ance . Al so
increases number of steps - up to 5000. Lib rary
programs may also be addressed from the keyboard o r inserted as subroutin es. Can also be
used with Tl's new
PC-l OOA printer/ piotter. It lets you plot.
print headings and prompt-messages.

FREE.
When you buy a TI Programmable 58
or 59 you can get this 19-program
Leisure Library.
A s35.00 value if you act now.
Football Predi ctor. Forec ast score, poi nt spread . Bowli ng
Score keep er. Track 90 bowlers. Golf Handicapper. Update hand icap from latest ro un d's sco re. Bridg e. Computes
points from tr icks made and bi d. U.S. Chess Fe deration
Rankings. Win s. losses, d raws. Cod eb rea ke r. 3.024 possible codes make this a unique chal len ge. Bl ack Jack . Acey
Ducey. Craps. Mars Lander. Pilot to a safe landing . Jive
Turkey. Guess mys tery number-tell s you if you 're high
o r low - but is it jiving yo u ? Nim. Play the machine. each
time it gets better. Sea Battl e. 15 missiles to sink sub
Qu a rte rback. Call plays . Photo 1. Compensate for cha nge
in photo en largement magn ification . Photo II : Fill-in-flash.
Computes correct lens f-stop in strong ambient light. Use
it with a PC-1 00A and have even more fun . Co mpu ter Art.
Hangman. Pu t in a word . second player guesses or hangs.
Memo Pad. Write . enter messages. Print and record them
on 59 's mag card , Use the card to replay the message.
Blorythm. Plots all three cycles .

lOfsUtelibfOllJ

Leisure Lfbrary comes
With ' Plug-In module.
Library manual. Quick
reference gUide. Label
cards. Library wallet .

r-- ---- -- -

--- ---,

~e~r;li~~~ ~~si~I~~~\~~~~~~~i~~nca~~t(;~C'~~~ r~ ~:h~O~)~

Address _ _ _ _ __

I
I
I
I
I
I

City _

I

Offer good from Augusl15to October 31 , 1977. Here's

I
I
II

al ong with a copy of a dated proof of purchase showin g
the serial number. Important. Your envelope must be
poslmarked no later than October 31. 1977.
l eisure Library Offer
POBox 53, Lubbock. Texas 79408

Name _

TI Programmable 59.

More powerful than the TI-58. Up to
960 program steps or up to 100 memories. Magnetic cards store
up to 960 steps. And . record and protect custom programs. Also 10 user
flags. ~ levels of su broutines. 4 types
of branches.

$299 95 *

Optional Libraries.

Applied Statistics, Surveying. Real
Estate/Finance, Aviation, Marine Navigation . $35.00· each.
·Suggested retail price.

<01977 Texas Inslruments Incorporated

State
TI 58 or 59 Serial Number

'-:/" Zip __ - - - - - -.(from back of ca lculalor).

II
I

TeX3S Instruments reserves the right 10 substitute sottware Hbranes 01 equal value based on ava ilability.

Llea~IO~daYSfOr delivCry . ~vo::.:ereprOhlb~YI=-GO~co:::ta~. O~ _

TEXAS INSTR UMENTS
IN C ORP ORAT ED

~
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Turn Out for
Campus Showcase
Nothing is a word describing
the absence of matter. That is
precisely what this column
lacks - matter or substance.
Completely without form , and
void of all sensible parts this
column is meant to appeal to the
average Miner.
Tim - Hey, don 't cut down
Billy Carter , that guy's got a
good head on his shoulders. Who
else could ta ke a nothing
bUSiness, like a peanut farm
and turn it into a money making
operation.
Lois - And get government
subsidiaries too and then run his
brother for president.
Tim - That guys got his s--together, I mean all in one
place, that little shack out in
back.
Lois - He 's not that hick, he's
got indoor plumbing.
Tim - Yea, a f1ushable
outhouse.
Lois - Put a roof on it! I
would have said lid but. ..
Bruce - Go take a short walk
on a long pier.
Tim - Isn 't that supposed to
be a long walk on a short pier?
Bruce - Here comes Ned
let's make him feel welcome.
Shelly - Hey Ned, I h,ea..t:~ ,a
joke the other day that's gomg
to make you look short. Oh you
already heard it.
Lois - I gotta joke that 's going
to make you look stupid, Ned.
Oh you already heard it.
Tim - You have all the
mentality of a brass doorknob .
Bruce - Let's drop it and sit
a round talking dirty ... Dirt ,
Sli me, mud ....
Eighteen and one half minutes
of blank tape has shortened this
part of the story. Now to continue
with NOTHING ....

Bruce - For a minute there I
thought you were going to ask if
I had eaten up at the Union.

By LINDA PONZER

Bruce - Have you ever been
down at the sewer, it grows
about ten feet a day .

Tim - You don 't eat up there ,
Well , that's all the nothing for
you eat down .
this week, I hope you enjoyed
this column. I'm sure those I
Lois - It goes down and then taped and r ecorded for this
comes up.
column will be thrilled when
they read this . The names of the
Br uce - UGHHHH!! !!!
people talking were changed to
protect their identity. Next
Tim - Have you ever noticed week they discuss Campus
the efficiency of the B&G men? Police, Narks and B.A. degrees
I mean their undying efforts to in Philosophy.
get the concrete to grow , I mean
In no way does the above
. they are out there watering it story represent the ideas or
everyday, they water the rocks , opinions of the Miner Staff, its
the sewer, everything but the function is merely to entertain
grass and trees .
the readers.

"IT'S AT
THE HAT"

Well it's again time for SUB's
annual Campus Showcase, only
something new has been
planned. This year's showcase
will be moved outside to the
Quad. This is to allow the
student body to view' displays
while on their way to class,
without detouring from their
accustomed route.
The Showcase will be held on

. - - - - - -' COUPON - - - - -. .

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
Z
oD.

I
I
I
I
I

TEEN BURGER I
A ND FRIES 0A
~. .

, § ~~~<
Michelob
On Tap
Happy Hour II

609 Ro lla St .

Ro lla

September IS, from 8:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. In case of inclement
weather, the showcase will be
moved into the St. Pat's
Ballroom.
The Campus Showcase is an
excellent opportunity for the
student body to view displays
covering the majority of
organizations on campus. This
event should not be missed by
anyone, especially freshmen
and transfer students.

¢1
C

"V

I
I
I
I GOOD THRU SEPT. 13, 19771

11202 N. BISHOP ROLLA, MO. 364-8998.
- - - - _ _ COUPONI _ _ _ _ _ . .
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The A/bins Comin'
back Again
By LINDA PONZER
Making a return performance, Anne and Dick Albin
will present the Miners with a
concert of their original music
and comedy at Centennial Hall
on September 8, at 8 p.m. Anne
and Dick have toured most of
America Singing their songs
and delighting audiences with
the freshness of their music and
lyriCs.
Their music ranges from folk
to country to rock and ragtime
and follows subjects as varied
as skin diving, the roller derby,
a roadside curio stand and child
molesting. Lest child molesting
seem too heavy a subject for a
song, it should be pointed out
the the song to which I refer,
"Stranger Danger" is a comic
warning song.
Not comical all the time! their
poetry has earned them guest
appearences on college campuses as creative writers and
poets. They sing of the beauties
of the worlds around them in

The Albins

songs about "The Universe"
and in "Looking Under The
Sea."
The Albins have recorded two
record albums of their own
songs, Mahatma Gandi Spat
Here and Que Asco. They have
also written and published a
musical comedy revue called
Anne and Dick Albin's Old
Testament Revue.
The
Albins
are
also
traditional folk music performers and have recorded an
album of traditional mountain
songs called Red Roses, Green
Briars, and Milk White Steeds.
They accompany the ~ngs
they sing on the guitar, banjo,
autoharp
and
mountain
dulcimers they design and build
themselves.
Whether your interests lie ill
folk, pop, country or ragtime
this concert will satisfy your
musical hungers. The concert is
sponsored by the the Student
Union Organization and admission is free with a valid
UMR student LD.
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Loose

I,

CONDITIONS OF RENTAL
who dO not abide by stated conditions.
6. If rules are abused, priviledges will be suspended at the
·FOR RECREATION EQUIPMENT
Reservation & Check Out:
discretion of SUB~tdoor Receration Conunittee and OTL Per1. Equipm~nt can be checked in and out of T-9, Room 201, which
sonne!.
_
7. The renter must agree to keep the equipment in his-ber custody
will be open Mon-Fri. Hours posted on the door.
2. Equipment can be reserved at any time up to weekend It is
and will not loan or sublet to another party.
ON CANOES:
being used, and reservation must be accompanied by normal
Try not to drop a canoe, it will help if you lift it by having a person
deposit and presentation of UMR II) card. (an individual cannot
reserve equipment for two consecutive weekends) It is to your
on each end.
advantage to schedule one week in advance as we work on first
Load canoes while they are in the water. Having one end of the
come - first serve basis.
canoe several feet up on the land and the rest in the water, not only
I) Equipment reservation requires presentation of valid UMR ID
makes it unstable but when weight is in it, it will break the back.
and a $10 00 deposit per canoe or set of items from tbe other
(kee\)
categories.
Also don't load canoes while on land and carry them to the wateryou can bteak the back this way also . When moving around in the
b I Organizations officially recognized by the Universfty of
canoe in the water keep low and steady yourself with one hand on
Missouri-Rolla may reserve up to 70 per cent of available equipment in stock but must be registered in person one month (28 days)
each gunwale. (side of the canoe)
prior to scheduled chec, out. (Each organization is limited to one
When you see some rapids, pick the ~"ot to go through where the
weekend per calendar y e a r ) ' V " formed by the rocks points down-stream.
c) Notification of cancellatiori of reserved eqUipment must be
THE LIFE-JACKETS ARE THERE FOR YOUR PROTECI'rot-:.
SO WEAR THEM AND WHEN NOT WORN AT LEAST DO
received in writing or in person by closing time one week in adOTHERS A FAVOR BY NOT SI'ITING ON THEM!
vance of check out date or a cancellation charge will be assessed
If in doubt about a section of river, get out and walk down to
equal to the rental rate or deposit, whichever is less.
3. No person other than the one whose name appears -on the
check it out, who knows there might be a falls down there.
reservation form may pick up equipment. UMR ID card must be
IF A STORM NEARS-GET OFF THE WATER!
presented at check out time, as this is kept in Student Union BoardOn The Loose (hereafter SUB-OTL) files until equipment Is
ON TENTS:
returned. (Organizations must submit approval letter)
Pick a sheltered spot, away from trees and out of gullies. Clear it
4. Only one item of each category will be -issued per person, per
of sharp sticks and rocks, they really don't feel very good when you
UMR ID (except canoe paddles and life vests)
sleep on one all night. Put down the piece of plastic provided and set
5. Rental rate for rental period will be collected In advance at
you tent 01] top of it. This way mabe you won't puncture a hole in
floor of the ·tent.
time of checkout. (No exception will be made)
Returning Equipment:
It is a good idea not to smoke or cook in a tent as the nylon bW"11s
1. Equipment must be returned by the date specified on the
easily and you could suffocate from the fumes - it has happened.
reservation sheet or a late charge will be assessed.
Also, keep the tents away ~from fires.
'
2. A late charge will be assessed equal to the rental rate for the
ON SLEEPING BA(JS:
These bags are polyester filled and even when wet will keep you
period overdue plus $5.00.
warm for the night especially in a tent. Don't try drying these over a
3. All equipment will be inspected for damage. and loss of part&,
fire because It just does not work. You will end up with a sleeping
i.e. All tents must be set up for inspection.
4. All equipment must be returned dry and clean (cleaning
bag on fire. Tbe llners are provided to keep them clean and also will
charge is $5.00 per article). However, no late cbargea will be
keep sweat from your body so you won't become cold.
assessed if U, renter shows a SlJB.OTL staff penon tbe wet item,
ON PACKS:
lkies the item (in the manner suggested).od returns the item the
These packs are durable and strong oot won't stand up too well if
next day. (User is responsible for bringing in equipment 80 late
you abuse them. Don't over pack them and force the zippers, this
charges won't be usessed.)
causes them to rip out. Packs are just like a suitcase carried on
Notice:
your back, take care of it and keep it clean and only carry those
1. SUB-OTL perSOlUlel are not responsible for mounting caNop
things that are supposed to be in It. i.e., yourclotbes and cooking
carriers, or loading conoes ancklr equipnent onto vehicles.
utensils, pack and sleeping. Pack it so your heaviest items are on
2. All SUB-OTL regulations apply to groups-prganizations as well
top and next to your shoulders, it will carry better.
as individuals.
LAST OF ALL:
3. Damage to equipment will be evaluate<! by the on. Personnel.
. This service was set up for you, take care of the equipment as if
4. Charges made on lost or damaged equlpment are not .conit was yours and keep it clean and dry. The success of the program
testable except by formal complaint wlthiD one month (21 days) to
and rental prices depend on how long the equipment lasts.
Damages will cause the prices to go up to compensate for repairs or
the SUB Outdoor Recreation Committee.
5. The student Union Board will take appropriate action for thole
replacements. Enjoy and experience the outdoors!
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Rolla Craft-Hobby u.10

1009 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364-5581

~I

MOIdb_,PRINT CLEA ~LY, eJ:8ctIy bow It llJ to appear
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.... 1

Christopher Jewelers
805 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364-2264

01

=1
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------------------------
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ClassHied Ads

Solar Hair is Here
Come in and let us show you
what's new in hair styles
"The look of 1978"

DEAR HORTENSE ,
Our son is attending a state
university this fall. It's a small
specialized school located in a
little mid-western town. What
can we do to ease his burdens
during this important transition
to college life?

Lost - Near the handball courts of the Multi-Purpose Building,
Sieko watch of sentimental value, Please return lQU'e8t1,ons asked - reward. Call Elaine at 364-8769.

SALE: 1988 Ford GaJuje 500 t-dr. Hardtop Z89
or best ofter. Call Joe at 36W988 after 5 p.m.

Carousel
Unisex Hair Styling
Downstairs at Manor Inn
Jct. Hwy. 63 & 1-44
Ph. 341 -3800

CONCERNED PARENTS

Weeks to be r\w:
Enclose $1.00 tK!r WH:L
Deposit this ad form in the North door of MUliER oftlet
Ad must be Umited to 30 words

SALE: 1976 Alvarez 12-String GuItar, Model No. 5054. If
call Paul at 364-9885.

'''''rt'~''''''_

Wanted to Buy: Comic books and comic related and
Trek related items. Nothing? is too ridiculous.
II Brian at 364-9885.

DEAR CONCERNED,
I think it 's wonderful that
you're taking such an interest in
your son's education. Such
support will be encouraging. I
have compiled a lists of items
necessary
for
freshmen
students.
First of all, your son will be
needing transportation.
Walking is fine for around.
campus, but for longer
distances and dates , he'll
require a car. Most prefer
Camaros or Firebirds, or
maybe your son would like a
motorcycle . Whatever you
choose, supply a credit card for
gas and minor repairs .
Another requirement of an
away-from-home student is a
check book. This can be used for
any expense. Just be sure you
make regular deposits so your
son will never worry about being
overdrawn.
To keep your son from
starving, (especially if he'll live
in a dormitory) purchase a
small refrigerator for his room.
A charge account at Chicken
Delight could easily take care of
a case of late night munchies,
I'd also Silliest a private
phone. If your son illo't fond of
. writing letters, a telephone is a
• good way to keep ' in· touch.
· You'll mo be ~ure to- Seal: of
· anyemerg~ ~Jnuned1ately .
;
For· the relaxation that's" 10 '
.: ' i!iiportant for: peace 'of mind;
" .. ':YOIII' IIOD shouldliave a-steree. A
.. ···w.ter . bed Ii', ucellent - if
permissable. To complete
. ' picturl! of rest, lilt some posters
and· a black light_ . yOW' IIOD
.would also appreciate a complete bar set for entertaining.
Inspect your son's wardrobe.
He'll need enough t-shirts and
jeans to last until Christmas
vacation. Don't trust him to do
his own laundry unless you code
all his clothing according to
load .
Lastly, don't forget all U!e
little things that show yo C'8l"e.
He'll want a calculator for math
and a typewriter for english.
Other electrical appliances to
consider: popcorn popper, blow
drier,
vaccuum
cleaner,
blender , micro-wave, hot lather
machine . A f<ike I.D. card would
be put to good use if your son is a
minor .
Your son should not have any
problem with adjusting. He'll be
able to study in a worry-free
environment with you aiding
him greatly in reaching
responsible adulthood.

this

mMNEEDS
OUTSTANDING
PEOPLE
And we can offer outstanding
career opportunities in Marketing,
Engineering or Computer Science.

.

, '

The Uhiversitybf Missouri at Rona' .

, .

on September 27! 1977 .

.

.

.

To find out about IBM and let us
. find out about you, sign up for an
interview at the Placement Office or
write to: Mr. I. C. Pfeiffer,
College Relations ivianager,

IBM Corporation,
One IBM Plaza,
Chicago , Illinois 6061 L

IBM

An Equ ," 0pp(l rtun lty /Affirmative Acr i(ln Empi<'ye r
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Miners Overrun Missouri Valley 33-13
( cont. from p. J)
which just happened to be his
first game as a freshman.
A key play in the final drive
was when Vaughn connected
with Morse for 21 yards. Cox
beat his man and Vaughn hit
him with the pass to score the
final 1.'0.
The Vikings did come back to
threaten, but in the waning
seconds Bill Warwick batted
down a potential touchdown
pass to end the game.
The Miners gained 310 yards
in the first half and finished
with -159. Terry Ryan's efforts
in gaining 177 yards is the fourth
highest single game rushing
total in Miner history. That was
his 5th 100 yard game in his
career. UMR converted on 8 of
18 third down situations compared to only 5 of 16 for the
Vikings. The Miners completely
dominated the first half, but in
the end the relative times of
posession were almost equal for
both teams.

Monty Morse caught only two
passes, but both were for big
yardage in addition to being
clutch plays. He totaled 58
yards.
The Miners were penalized
rather heavily in the game,
drawing 12 flags for a total of 116
yards. The Vikings drew but
five flags all day and were set
back 42 yards total.
Ken Vaughan had just an
extraordinary day, completing
62 per cent of his passes and
averaged 15 yards per pass
threw for three touchdowns.
This Saturday the Miners will
take on Missouri Western at
New Jacking Field at 1:30. The
Miners will need the tenacious
defense that they had last week
to hold their own against a
superb Western squad. The
Miners were picked to lose 20-13
to Valley, and it is hoped that the
upset victory will help to muster
the psych that was evident in
last week's game. See you at the
game!

Defense
Ends
Tackles
Noseguard
Monster
J .inebackers
Defensive Backs
Safety
Offense
Tight End
Tackles
Guards
Center
Wide Receivers
Quarterback
Fullback

Greg Elzie
Jeff Wozek
Joe Kinsella
Gene Kueiker
Andy Lain
Bill Warwick
David Weaver
Dan Vance
Craig Heath
Don Renner
Roger Vessell

6-3, 200, junior
6-1, 195, sophomore
6-1, 213, junior
6-0, 225, senior
6-1, 190, sophomore
5-11, 190, senior
5-11, 200, junior
6-2, 200, junior
5-11, 185, freshman
6-0, 215, senior
5-11, 160, junior

Wentzville, Mo.
Worth, nl.
St. Louis,Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.
Shawnee, Kan .
St. Louis, Mo.
Lebanon, Mo.
St. Charles, Mo.
Kansas City, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.
Farmington, Mo.

Andy Cox
Steve Curran
John Moles
Brian Tepper
Perrin Roller
Steve Henry
Monty Morse
Craig O'Dear
Kenny Vaughn
Dale Hursh

6-3, 205, senior
6-5, 229, junior
6-1, 230, senior
6-1, 215, sophomore
6-2, 225, sophomore
6-4, 220, junior
6-1, 175, junior
6-5, 195, junior
6-2, 192, senior
6-0, 180, sophomore

Festus, Mo.
O'Fallon, lli.
Kansas City, Mo.
Raytown, Mo.
St. Clair, Mo.
Ponce, P .R.
Kansas City, Mo.
Ewing, Mo.
Belleville, lli.
Shawnee, Kan .

Here are the statistics:
UMR Mo. Val Top Rushers :
First Downs
19
20 Ryan (UMR)
Yards Rushing
2Z1
184 Steinle (MOVAL)
Yards Passing
252
190 Ragle (MOVAL)
Total Yards
479
374 Fischer (uMR)
Passing
17-28
13-27 Top Receivers:
Intercpetions
Cox (UMR)
Thrown
3 Williamson (MOVAL)
Funbles Lost
1
2 Morse (uMR)
12-116
Penalties
5-42 O'Dear (UMR)
Punting
3-132
4-155 Score by Periods :·
UMR
7 17
MoVal
0 0

32for 177
25 for 82
11 for 31
4 for 28
6 for 112
2 for 60
2 for 58
5 for 44
0 ~33
7 6-13

Next Week-The Griffons
\

The University of .MissouriRolla grid Miners will be
seeking their second straight
victory of. the young season
Saturday, Sept . 10, in a 1:30
p.m . game against Missouri
Western at New Jackling Field.
The Griffons from St. Joseph
have never beaten UMR in a
three-game series dating back
to 1974. The Miners won that
game 15-7 and edged Western 76 last year. In 1975, the teams
played to a 14-all standoff.
Miner head coach Charlie
Finley expe.cts a defe!lsive
struggle agamst the Griffons
Saturday .. "There haven't been
many points scored in the three
previous games between us and
I look for the same type of game
Saturday ."
The Miners presented Finley
with his first opening -6eason
victory as a head coach last
Saturday with a 33-13 win over
Missouri Valley in Rolla . He
had lost his previous five
openers.
UMR was led by all-MIAA
junior running back Terry Ryan
who rushed for 177 yards in 32
carries and by senior quarterback Kenny Vaughn who
completed 160r 26 passes for 240
yards and three touchdowns_
Senior wide receiver Andy Cox
was unable to start because of a
pulled leg muscle, but came off
the bench to lead all receivers
with six catches for 112 yards
and one touchdown.
Freshman defensive back
Craig Heath sparked the

defensive unit with three interceptions, tying a Miner
record . He returned them 48
yards and, combined with his 64
yards in kickoff returns and 67
yards in punt returns, produced
179 yards for the day.
On the injury list and out for
the Western game are senior
noseguard Kent Lewis and
junior linebacker Kevin Wolf
with knee injuries and freshman fullback David Fischer
with a broken ankle.

yards.

Vaughn gets just enough protecttOll to complete thJa pass. AgafDlt Valley KeD pused for Z40

(po-oq-~.~""JA.~~_~"-Co.~~AII>M."'A.#>D...r#ooc~A.I>M<~II>M."'4
(

UO~

U- \tJJ'<tJmu:v~

\"""_------~----------.------DELICIOUS I
HWY. 63 S.
I
MEXICO
'MEXICAN I
ROLLA
I
CITY
~
FOOD
I CLOSED MON
I
STYLE
..i.. •

offers latest haircuts
for men & women
Stylist Jim Stevenson &
Evelyn Bias
For appointment call
364-6416
602 Elm Rolla, Mo .

(Photo by C. Staley)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------=
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For Your .Football Needs

KENMARK'S
Your Headquarters For All
Your Football Needs-Mouth
Guards, Shoesr Socks,
Shorts, Jerseys, Tape,
Bandages And Balls

Xenmark Sporting Goods
aoo Pine Street

3G4 -3G03
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12th Man Award to
be Given Again

Ruggers Ready for Action
The UMR Rugby Club has elected PreSident, Bruce :
begun practices for the 1977-78 Bryant will take on the Vicseason and they would like to Presidency, Joe Gabris got the
encourage anyone interested, nod as Sj!cretary, and Steve
whether or not they have had Lewis will take over as
any previous experience, to Treasurer.
come out and try their luck. . Last year UMR had a 7-17
Practices are on Tuesday, record over all, which is
Wednesday, and Thrusday' at respectable conSidering the
4:00 p.m. at the Intramural caliber of competition that the
UMR Ruggers take on. As you
fields.
There are 35 people on the know, they host the Stag . Midroster as of this writing, and 20 west Intercollegiate
of those have had at least one Invitational Rugby Tournament
year of experience. On as an annual event. This year it
Tuesday, August 31, the Rugby will be on the weekend of March
Club held their election of of- 3.
ficers . Harlen Meyer was
The Club would like to thank

3. Noise Makers and
Once again the M.aub will
present the 12th Man Award Originality of Oteers
The use of noisemakers is
This award will be given to the
club or organization that best essential in arousing school
supports the Miner football spirit and enthusiasm. The
originality of the cheers will be
team at their home games.
This award originated at important in deciding the
Texas A & M University ap- winner of the award. However,
proximately 75 years ago. points will be deducted from a
During a home football game, club or organization who use
their star player was injured obscene words in their cheer.
4. Visual Effects
and had to be removed from the
Last, but still important is the
field on a stretcher. The team
only had U players on the use of visual aids . Flash cards,
roster, so now they were one signs, banners, and anything
man short. A man was pulled else you can think of to show
out of the stands and suited up enthusiasm will be considered Rugby Season Schedule
to play in the r~t of the game. in the judgi~ .
TEAM
PLACE
At this point, the fans stood up
K.C.
and began cfieering and yelling,
Acrewof5judges will be used to Sept. 17-18 K.C . Outcasts (River Quey)
Rolla
trying to support their team. determine the winner of the Sept. 24-25 Southwest Missouri State
Southeast Missouri State
Oct. 1-2
Rolla
The man from the stands (the award .
St. Louis University
Oct. 8-9
St. Louis
12th man) was inspired by the
Oct. 15-16
Royals
Rolla
wild entllusiasm of the fans, and
The club or organization who Oct. 22-23
Mizzou
Columbia
sparked the team to an exciting
No. St. Louis
Rolla
4th quarter, come-from-behind finishes _with the most ooints Oct. 29-30
after the 6 home football games Nov. 5-6
Black Sheep
Rolla
victory .
will be presented with the Nov. 12-13
Southeast Missouri State
Cape Girardeau
It is a result of this incident
SOuthwest Missouri State
Springfield
that The 12th Man Award was beautiful 12th Man trophy . This Nov. 19-20
started. The award is in is a travelling trophy but the
recognition of the fans who are commemorati v e .football
standing in readiness to support mounted on the trophy is kept
by th e winning club or
their team .
.
The M.aub reinstated the organization and a new football
award on this campus in 1975 to replaces It after each year.
recognize
the
club
or
It is the intent of the M-Club to
organization
which
best
exempUfies school spirit and try to generate enthujliasm
and school spirit at Miners '
enthilsiasm.
The club or organization football games with the
which best fulfills the following awarding of this trophy. UMR's
requirements will be declared remaining home games are
the winner of the award. The against:
judging criterion has been
Ken Vaughn has been selected as M.aub's Athlete-of·the-Week.
divided into 4 sections with a
Ken led the Miners to a 33-13 victory over MfJsourl Valley In the
point total assigned to each Missouri Western
opener. Overall the quarterback had excellent statistics: 16
Sept. 10 season
section with what M-Club
of 26 for 240 yards, with three touchdown passes. Also qualifying
Missouri
Southe'
r
n
Sept.
17
considers an appropriate per
Ken for this award was his play calling and team leadership. A
Central Mo. (HC) Oct. IS graduate of Belleville H.S. Ken is now a senior In Eng.
cent value.
1. Attendance and Group Northwest Mo
Oct. 29 Management.
Identificatior.
Washington U.
Oct. 5
The judging for this will be Northeast M
Nov. 19
determmed by the number of
o.
people present for each club or 'P'~..c::;...~-q.~..c::;~~~p,.~-q..q..c::;~~~~~Q>oQi..~p,.f2

M-Club

Athlete of the Week

organizationonaper
basis
of
the total number ofcent
people
in
that club or organization. Also,
group identifification is of
extreme importance. Without
this, it is impossible for the
judges to distinguish who is
who.
2. Cheers

"

This is a very important
judging criterion. The starting
of a cheer is very important.
However, it is also important
for a group to join in on a cheer
which has already been started.
Hence, organized cheering is
more important than having 2
or 3 different cheers going at the
same time. So, when a group
starts up a cheer, everyone
should join in.

1M Football

Starts

QUALITY CLEANERS

EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED
' Rolla. Mo. 65401

~. 108 W. 7~ St.

HOOK AUTO SUPPLY
Auto Parts-Accessories-Speed Equipment
513 Hwy. 63 S.
Rolla, Mo.
364-5252

CARRIAGE LOUNGE
Thurs., Fri. & Sat., 9:00-1 :00

DISCO
No Cover Charge
Behind the Manor Inn

by Del Carmack

On Tuesday, Sept. 6, the intramural flag football season
began. Four games were
played, and the score was not
close in any of them .
In the two early games, Sig
Ep breezed by MHA 25.0, and
Phi Kap took Delta Sig 35-14.
Both of the late games were
shutouts. TKE blanked AEPi 17Oand Tech-Engine kicked Theta
Xi 42~.
A full schedule of games is
planned for next week.

THE BUTTERFIELD EXPRESS

their coach, Lee Kimmel, for all
his hours of work and Dr. David
B. Oglesby for his help as advisor. They are also grateful to
Norm DeLeo and Stag Beer for
their help with SMIIRT and
their never~nding support.

Cardinal
Comments
By BRIAN EDWARDS

It's about time for the
Baseball Cardinals to hang up
their gloves for another season.
With only 26 games left to play
the Cardinals trail the Division
leading Philadelphia Phillies by
eleven full games. Even though
they are not mathematically
eliminated elven games is a lot
to make up in such a short time.
The Cardinals have still had a
good season nevertheless.
Ted Simmons is third in the
National League in batting and
he still has a chance for a 100
RBIs Templeton, being in his
second year of play, is fifth in
the league in batting average.
Another sophomore having a
good year is first baseman
Keith Hernandez, who has 75
RBI's. Back from the Giants is '
third baseman Ken Reitz
having another good defensive
season . Reitz has also added
another dimension to his
playing as he has come up with
68 RBI's In the pi tching
department the Cardinals have
Ken Forsch whose 16 victories
are third in the league. Schultz
leads the Cardinals with a 1.50
ERA and he also has a 6-1
record . The Cards also have a
fine Freshman hurler in John
Urrea who is 5~ since the AlIStar break and 7-3 for the
season.

UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS
CALCULATORS & STEREOS

calculato(s
Texas Instruments
WAS
TI-59 ..... .. $300
TI-58 . . . ..... $125
TI-S7
.. ... S80
PC-100A ... . . $200
MBA-FINANCE . $80
SR-51-11 .
. $70
SR-40 .
$40
TI·1680 ........ $40
BA-BUSINESS . $40
TI-5015 . . ..... $80
TI·5040 . . .. . . $130
TI-5050M .. ... $110
MODULE LIB. FOR
58 & 59

1.

HEWLETT

SALE
$224 .95
$93.95
$59.99
$149.95
$59.99
$45.95
$23.95
$23.95
$27.95
S62.95
$94.95
$79.95

S

PACKARD

WAS
SALE
HP-l0 . ..... $175 $153.95
HP-19C . .... $345 $299.95
HP-21 .
... S80
$69.95
HP-22 . .... . $125 $109.95
HP-25
$125 $109.95
HP-25C ..... $160 $140.95
HP-27 .... . . $175 $153.95
HP-29C ..... $ 195 $171 .95
HP-55
$395 $129.95
HP-67 . ..... $450 $374.95
HP-91 ....... $325 $279.95
HP·92 .. .. . . $625 $519.95
HP-97 . . . .. . $750 $624.95

$29.95

~=~:e prices Include A I C Adaptor-Charger

and Carrying

2. All above calculators have lull one-year lactory we"anty
3. Ericlose payment In lull with order, or remit $20 with order.
balance C.O.D.
4. Shipping Charges: Add $3.00 lor calculators and 4% 01 price
for receivers.
5. FAST DELIVERY GUARANTEED only with M.O. or cert/lled
checks. Personal checks will delay the order until It clears
banks.

'STEREO
RECEIVERS

Sandwich Lovers Passion
. Sliced Ham, Corned Beef, Swiss & Provdone Cheese,
Sandwich Sauce OR

Meatball Sandwich
Meatballs In A Spicy Tomato Sauce Topped With Mozzarella Cheese

ONLY 99'
Hwy. 63 S.
11-9 Sun.- Thurs.

365-6066
11·10 Fri. & Sot.

REG.
SALE
SX·1250
..... SSIOO SS14
5X-,050 . . . . . . . . . . . . $700 S489
5X-950 . ...............
S402
sx-esc ............... $500 1347
5X-750 ............... 1400 $279
5X- 85O ..
. .... ' . $'300 $213
5)(·550 ........ ....... $250 $17a
5X-450 ............... $200 $14i

PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED
ONLY WITH
CREDIT CARDS

saoo

814·237·5990
(Add 3% for Credit Card Orders)

_

_E:;t;'

STEREO WAREHOUSE
110 NEW ALLEY, STATE COLLEGE, PA.

16801
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Intramural Rag Football Schedule
6

6:30
8:00

EAST
Sig Ep - M.H.A.
T.K.E. - AE Pi

WEST
Phi Kap - Delta Sig
TEC- Theta Xi

7

6:30
8:00

Sig Tau- Mates
Sig Nu - ABS

KA - Pi K Phi
Beta Sig - Triangle

8

6:30
8':00

Focus - Campus
Kappa Sig - Delta Tau

Pi KA - Wesley
TJHA - Sig Pi

12

6:30
8:00

MHA - Mates
AE Pi - ABS

Delta Sig - Pi K Phi
Theta Xi - Triangle

13

6:30
8:00

TKE - Delta Tau
Sig Ep - Campus

TEC - Sig Pi
Phi Kap - Wesley

14

6:30
8:00

Sig Nu - Lambda Chi
Sig Tau - Acacia

Beta Sig - A Phi A
KA - GDI

15

6:30
8:00

Mates - Campus
ABS - Delta Tau

Pi K Phi -'5 Wesley
Triangle - Sig Pi

19

6:30
8:00

MHA - Acacia
AE Pi - Lambda Chi

Delta Sig - GDI
Theta Xi - A Phi A

Sept. 20

6:30
8:00

Phi KAP - Pi KA
Tec - TJHA

Sig Ep - Focus
TKE - Kappa Sig

21

6:30
8:00

Wesley - GDI
Sig Pi - A Phi A

Campus - Acacia
Delta Tau - Lambda Chi

22

6:30
8:00

PiKPhi-PiKA
Triangle - T JHA

Mates - Focus
ABS - Kappa Sig

26

6:30
8:00

Delta Sig - KA
Theta Xi - Beta Sig

MHA - Sig Tau
AE Pi - Sig Nu

Sept. 'l:l

6:30
8:00

GDI - Pi KA
A Phi A - TJHA

Acacia - Focus
Lambda Chi - Kappa Sig

28

6:30·
8:00

Sig Pi - Beta Sig •
Wesley - KA

Delta Tau - Sig Nu
Campus - Sig Tau

29

6:30
8:00

Triangle - TEC
Pi Kappa Phi - Phi Kap

ABS - TKE
Mates - Sig Ep

6:30
8:00

PiKA-KA
Kappa Sig - Sig Nu

Focus - Sig Tau
T JHA - Beta Sig

6:30
8:00

GDI - Phi Kap
A Phi A - TEC

Acacia - Sig Ep
Lambda Chi - TKE

5

6:30
8:00

Wesley - Delta Sig
Sig Pi - Theta Xi

Campus - MHA
Delta Tau - AE Pi

6

6:30
8:00

Beta Sig - TEC
KA - Phi Kap

Sig Nu - TKE
Sig Tau - Sig EP

10

6:30
8:00

Pi KA - Delta Sig
T JHA - Theta Xi

Focus - MHA
Kappa Sig - AE Pi

11

6:30
8:00

GDI - Pi K Phi
A Phi A - Triangle

Acacia - Mates
Lambda Chi - ABS

Sept.

Oct. 3
4

Bill "Bubba" Warwick prepares to nail a Valley receiver
after the catch.
(Photo by C. Staley)

Soft Serve
Raspberry Yogurt
Tuesday-Sunday
Chocolate Yogurt
Monday Only

UMRCross

Country

There's nothing wrong
with a little materialism.

' Reg . U.S. Pot. Off .. Am . D.O . Corp .
The University of Missouri(Cl Co pyright 1977 . Am . D.O . Cor p.
Rolla Cross Country Team will
open its 1977 season Saturday,
Sept.10at 11 :00a.m . on UMR's
course .
In
the 00000000000000000000000000000000
golf
quadrangular meet , coach
Dewey Allgood ' s distance
runners will meet St. Louis
University, Lincoln University ,
and School of the Ozarks.
The Miners have five
returning lettermen : Craig
Bowen , Dave Sorrell , Bob
Bellora, Brian Bowen , and
Dave
McClintock.
New
members on the team include
REY - = = = Mike Ackerson, Marty Hoffman, Mike DePasquale and
freshmen Glen Heeter and
Brent Haefner .
Workouts and time trials
indicate this to be the strongest
team in the school's history .
1003 Pine
Rolla, Mo.
364-5495
School support will definitely be
a help to the runners.

I

KEY SPORT SHOP
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Screen Printing, Fast Service ~
On Fraternity, Group & Houseg
2 Jerseys. Large Selection To ~
o
Choose From
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We'll admit it. One of the selling features of Army
ROTC is just plain cold cash ... nearly $2000 during
your junior and senior years of college. There's also
the opportunity for full-tuition scholarships. And a
$10,000 a year salary as an Army officer when you
graduate.
But we've got other good t hings to offer you, too.
College courses which challenge you both mentally
and physically. Management tra ining and experience yo u' ll find valuable in civilian as we ll as

mili tary jobs. And instant leadership responsibility in your first job after college.
If any of this interests you,.check out Army ROTC.
And even if YOll enroll just for t he money. you'll
graduate with something wort h a lot more .. . gold
bars of an Army officer.

ARMY ROTC.
LEARN WHAT
IT TAKES TO LEAD.
For more info rmation , con tact:

MILITARY SCIENCE DEPT.

BLDG T·2 , UMR

PH: 341.4741
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OUR FACTORY a:rVOOTO ROLLA!
Students. Staff. Engineers
Architects. Hobbyists. Craftsmen

/ t:JIlY~y- AfCJn2y ~¢/z

TRUCKLOAD SALE!
Now buy direct and
Save

40%

OFF SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE

M~LASSMATE 100
Portable back-to-school superlamp
that's completely adjustable, fo~ proper
light in the proper place!

Perfect
lamp for
STUDY
OFFICE
CRAFTS
HOBBIES
WORKSHOP
•

Inner reflecto r directs
light and vents heat.
outside stays cool
to the touch .

I

Full rotation, 45-inch
reach, stays In position I

• With horizontal die-cast
bracket, attaches easily I
• Takes up to a 100-watt bulb
for proper, glare-free light I
•

Stretch it out, rotate it, turn it around CLASSMATE 100 is adjustable to a touch ,
maneuvers into any study position , even
down to the floor l It takes up to a 100-watt
bulb for correct, glare-free light And it's
well-built, with tubular steel arms , porcelain
socket and vented head for cool operation
and longer life . Looks as good as it works
too , in your choice of four bright baked
enamel decorator colors

Alternate mounts available for
vertical or slant surfaces l

While you're at the trailer
see our Vision Exploder and
Colormatcher CLASSMATES!

30-DAY, MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE! )

You just have to see these fixtures to realize the value ~
that's why we brought the
factory to you! Come on over to
our tailgate display, make a lifelong investment in proper lighting and save! We will accept
cash, check, Me or BA (VISA).

VOti // flnc! air Il/tle,<' on #Ie
CAlllf?IS trr£ST~ P~,e?;7M;-P/T
7 A.M. to 7 P.M.

KErtCRAFT

Industries, Inc.

149 Weldon Parkway, St.louis.
c 1976 KENCRAFT INDUSTRIES INC
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